Honoring Tomorrow’s Communication Leaders

The two best days for our faculty are the day that new students come into the Department - bright with expectation and a little uncertain; and the day that they graduate — self-assured, accomplished young adults, ready to take on the practical and moral demands of a professional in the field of communication. We can only imagine that your pride in your graduate’s accomplishments far outweighs ours.

As our former students enter a new and exciting phase in life, we anticipate hearing more about their accomplishments in the diverse professions where NCSU Communication graduates make their mark.

Your Graduate has made their virtual mark on the campus of NCSU. At this time we ask that you consider expressing your pride in your graduate with a physical mark, by considering a donation to the Department of Communication. All donations will directly benefit the Communication Department and our students. May I suggest that you consider making a gift to the Communication Department Enhancement Fund. Enhancement Fund gifts are unrestricted gifts that allow us to meet many departmental needs where state funding does not exist, or can’t be used. Unrestricted gifts have allowed us to send undergraduate and graduate students to academic conferences where they present their research, to host student events, and to bring nationally known scholars to NC State to enrich our students’ educational experience.

Scholarship donations ensure the longevity of these programs for future generations. Donations can be made in your student’s name to our existing department undergraduate scholarships, or you may consider starting a new scholarship in your student’s name. For more information on donations please go to: https://ccfn.ncsu.edu/advancement-services/giving/HS/.

From the Faculty and Staff of the Department of Communication, to the family and friends of the Class of 2011, Congratulations on the graduation of your loved one from The Department of Communication at NC State University.

Dr. Kenneth Zagacki
Head, Department of Communication
The Department of Communication would like to thank our generous donors for providing the following scholarships for our undergraduate students:

- Kara Ruth Medlin Scholarship
- Nancy and Melinda Snow Scholarship
- Long, Javidi, Prospects and PRSSA Scholarship
- C.A. Dillon, Jr. Scholarship in Speech Communication in CHASS at NC State
- Charlotte Ann & Thomas S. Ellemann Endowment for Communication Scholarships
- Norma and Wally Ausley Endowed Scholarship Fund in Speech Communication
- Joe S. Epley Scholarship Endowment for Public Relations and Communication
- Rebecca and Ruth C. Leonard Scholarship Endowment
- William G. Franklin Scholarship
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Professors
David Berube; L. Raymond Camp, Emeritus;
Deanna Dannels; Victoria Gallagher; Melissa Johnson;
William Jordan, Emeritus; Ioann Keyton; Charles A. Parker, Emeritus; Robert Schrag;
Craig Allen Smith; Kenneth Zagacki

Associate Professors
Kelly Albada; Patricia Caple, Emeritus;
Adriana de Souza e Silva; Daniel DeJoy;
Edward Funkhouser; Jessica Jameson;
William Kinsella; James Kiwanuka-Tondo;
Rebecca Leonard, Emeritus; Jeremy Packer;
Burton L. Russell, Emeritus; Sarah Stein;
Stephen B. Crofts Wiley

Assistant Professors
Andrew Binder; Elizabeth Craig; Maria De Moya; Kами Kosenko; Matthew May; Jessica Moore; Nancy Snow, Emeritus

Public & Interpersonal Communication Concentration

- Alicia E. Abbott
- Antonio Autry
- Patrick R. Ballard
- Haley Grace Schofield Bowman*
- Mary B. Shackelford Cochrane
- Maleena Rosalie Cutts
- Rebekah Ruth Dunstan
- Corissa Aiko Eaton
- Maryann Davis Falls
- Timothy M. Felton*
- Michael Christopher Gulledge
- Haley Nan Gardner
- Telesah Rae Helig
- Robert Edward Isola, Jr.**
- Christina Elizabeth Jahrling**
- Jessica Lauren KleeKamp **
- William Clyde Lindsay II *
- Dwayne Delano Maddox, Jr.
- Garrett Ross Maxson
- Jamie Sheree Oddoye
- Michael K. Orr
- Margaret E. Reaves
- Hope Erin Richardson
- Kristin Leane Richter
- Mary Brannan Seeger
- Brianna Linn Tracy
- Sammie Vong
- Mark Aaron Ware**

Communication Media Concentration

- Robert Prescott Andrews**
- Marie K. Brockenbrough
- John Benjamin Bryant
- Thomas Jay Campbell
- Kathryn C. Chappell*
- Aaron Gwen Daughtry **
- Stephen Halsey Conger III **
- Sara Elica Cook-Ramirez
- Laura Ann Daughtry **
- Rebecca Roseanne Davis
- Abby Christine Dearlove
- Caleb Gray Durham
- Sherry Allison Eason
- Michael Lodge Evans **
- Tucker Curtis Frazier
- Jennifer Morgan Halwell
- Holly Elizabeth Haygood
- Brandon Ray Joyner
- Leah J. Long
- Deyvi Alejandro Martinez
- Kendra Sherae McCaffity **
- Pamela Nichols **
- Joseph Michael Nolan **
- Nicole Marie Parko **
- Darian Tennell Perry
- Nicholas Rice
- Heather Nicole Savage
- Joseph Ian Sewell
- Chelsea Erin Shue
- Jessica S. Small
- Courtney Clay Thompson
- Andrea E. Thompson
- Tara M. Wakeley
- Keytunee La'michael Ward
- Sarah Elizabeth Weber
- Shaine Nicole Weinman **
- Tanner Clay Williams
- Matthew Charles Woltvedt *
- Austin Scott Zanella

Public Relations Concentration

- Justin James Bubenik**
- Chelsea E. Burnette
- Annah E. Burns
- Emily Ann Freeman
- Meagan Leigh Gay
- Jaweria Yasin Jarnal **
- Kendra Tyler Jordon
- William Harrison Kaylor
- Andrew Ross Langley **
- Adelyn Carol Lively
- Hannah Lezlie Lucas
- Ryan Christopher Magnusson
- Kathryn Marie Mogg
- Katie Marie Nehm
- Heath Novosadko **
- David Ryan Powell *
- Christopher Matthew Robinson
- Amanda R. Romano
- Stuart Blake Sanderson
- Alyson Victoria Stanley
- Madeline Taylor Sturm
- Olivia Kay Tatum